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Abstract— Among the ample of approaches available for 
classification approach, majority of them are applicable for 
structured data, such as relational database, Online 
Transactional Data Processing or Online Analytical Data 
processing. But, today in the age of internet and its 
applications, very huge amount of data are being transmitted 
from one geographical location to another. The form of data 
would be in unstructured and it may create serious problem 
for knowledge derivation. Classification can work for better 
accuracy using Vector Space Model in adaptive manner. 
Today the internet is broadly used around the world. So the 
spam in the email or in the machine is the one of the major 
problem for persons who have attached today’s internet life 
and it causes hardware as well as financial damage to the 
companies and also to the individual users. Among various 
approaches developed to stop spam, filtering is an important 
and popular one. The aim of this paper is to use fuzzy 
clustering approach for Spam Identification using Fuzzy C-
means algorithm, Fuzzy clustering allows each feature 
vector to belong to more than one  cluster with different 
membership degrees (between 0 and 1) and  vague or fuzzy 
boundaries between  clusters. It is applicable for small as 
well as large datasets. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The majority previous studies of data mining have been 
concentrated on structured data, such as relational, 
transactional and data warehouse data.  
 But, in actuality, a important section of the 
available information is stored in text databases or we can 
say it as document [Unstructured] databases, which consist 
of large collections of documents [like text file or HTML 
files] from various sources, such as news articles, research 
papers, e-books, digital libraries, e-mails, and Web pages. 
With the trendy use of electronic publications, e-mails, CD-
ROM and WWW, information is increasingly available in 
electronic forms, and the amount of on-line text data has 
been growing very rapidly. In the age of internet and its 
various facilities, the amount of information which is being 
exchanged, very large and almost in textual form. Moreover, 
It is in increasing phase and in magnitude of terabytes of 
size. Among the ample of provision of internet, e-mail 
facility is very useful and broadly used. There are many 
firms, like commercial, educational, government, military 
where email is the primary requirement for secure 
communication between two ends. But as we are having the 
shining side of email facility, the dark side is unwanted 
email are sent from unknown sender in numbers of hundreds 
during the course of time. Its burning issues for every one of 
us how to get rid of it. Among various approaches 
developed to stop spam, filtering is an important and 
popular one. In this thesis, I would try to suggest a method 
to resolve this problem upto some extent. This work mainly 
focus on how to categorize spam and non-span email which 
arrives to our inbox of our email id. Among many of 
applicable techniques for filtering spam emails, Fuzzy 
Clustering method can work for better result. It can give 
better accuracy and adaptability.  

II. METHOD 
We have evaluated our proposed system using two modules; 
Training module and Testing Module. 

Training Module 

 
Fig, 1 : Training Module 

In Training Module we will pass any mail and then 
one by one extract all features of that mail and calculate the 
weight(Global Weight, Local Weight, Total Weight) as well 
as probability and occurrence of each feature and based on 
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that create the Vector Space model after filtration on them. 
Filtration is used for stopping & Stemming. 

Testing Module 

 
Fig.2: Testing Module 

In Testing Module we should test any e-mail; either Spam or 
Non-Spam. Based on the input we calculate the Vector 
Space Model same as in Training phase. Then we apply the 
Fuzzy clustering algorithm on testing mail’s Vector space 
Model on output of Training Module. And Get membership 
of the email as spam or non-spam.   

A very important criterion for testing is the data set 
used, i.e., corpus. The corpus used for training and testing is 
the Ling Spam corpus. In Ling Spam, there are four 
subdirectories, corresponding to 4 versions of the corpus, 
viz.  

bare: Lemmatiser disabled, stop-list disabled, 
lemm: Lemmatiser enabled, stop-list disabled, 
lemm_stop: Lemmatiser enabled, stop-list enabled, 
stop: Lemmatiser disabled, stop-list enabled, 
where lemmatizing is similar to stemming and 

stop-list tells if stopping is done on the content of the parts 
or not. But except this i also include my dataset also which 
contains spam messages and nonspam messages taking from 
our mail. 
 

Vector Space Model 

In the vector space model, we represent documents as 
vectors. The success or failure of the vector space method is 
based on term weighting [2]. Term weighting is an 
important aspect of modern text retrieval systems [2,3]. 
There are three components in a weighting scheme: 
aij = gi * tij * dj  (1) 

Where gi is the global weight of the ith term, tij is 
the local weight of the ith term in the jth document, dj is the 
normalization factor for the jth document. Email documents 
with their weighted terms shows in Table. 
 Term 1  … Term n 
Email 1  W1  Wn 
Email 2 :  : 
: :  : 
mail n W1  Wn 

Table. 1: email document represented with their terms 

Fuzzy C-Means 

Fuzzy c-means (FCM) is a method of clustering which 
allows one piece of data to belong to two or more clusters. 
With fuzzy c-means, the centroid of a cluster is computed as 
being the mean of all points, weighted by their degree of 
belonging to the cluster. By iteratively updating the cluster 
centers and the membership grades for each data point, 
FCM iteratively moves the cluster centers to the "right" 
location within a data set. _ Performance depends on initial 
centroids. For a robust approach there are two ways which is 
described below. 

1) Using an algorithm to determine all of the centroids. (for 
example: arithmetic means of all data points) 
2) Run FCM several times each starting with different initial 
centroids. 
                     hard c means = k means[1]. Fuzzy C-means is 
an extension of k-means. In Hierarchical, k-means generates 
partitions, each data point can only be assigned in one 
cluster. As in Fuzzy c-means allows data points to be 
assigned into more than one cluster, each data point has a 
degree of membership (or probability) of belonging to each 
cluster. 

III. RESULTS 
In this module i have generated some results based on my 
dissertation work and make one table representation of that 
tested data. And also include the graph of accuracy and 
precision.    

Before we calculate the accuracy or precision, 
some basic term we need to remember that will show in this 
table. Evaluation formula is shown below. 

 

Precision 

The percentage of positive predictions that are correct.  
PRECISION(Spam)=TP/(TP+FP) 
PRECISION (NonSpam) = TN/(TN+FN) 

 
Fig. 3: Precision Vs Data(Spam) 

 
Fig. 4: Pricision Vs Data(Non-Spam) 

Test Document Classified

True Positive Spam Spam

True Negative NonSpam NonSpam

False Positive Spam NonSpam

False Negative NonSpam Spam
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Accuracy 

The percentage of predictions those are correct. 
AACURACY =TP+TN(TP+TN+FP+FN) 

 

 
Fig. 5: Accuracy Vs Testing Data 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Here, an email categorization method is proposed and 
implemented to efficient detect the spam mails. We can 
conclude by reviewing the result and related work that no 
single technique can be provided alone to be the ideal 
solution with 0% fake positive and 0% fake unsatisfactory. 
In this adaptive approach, Vector Space Model is one of the 
best model for filtering the spam mail efficiently using fuzzy 
C-Means algorithm for both smaller and larger data set. 
Different performance measures such as the precision and 
accuracy, etc. we observed. As per result we can conclude 
that larger the training dataset more accuracy we will get. 
Among all dataset which we have used in making of this 
thesis my own dataset & Lemm-Stop dataset looks very 
beneficial to classify the spam.  
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